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An old
fashioned
coup!

Snowy Mantle (r) with her new lookalike
companion Gran Clicquot (l) who’s in
foal to leading sprinter Superior Premium

Seeing double!
Homebred’s broodmare Snowy
Mantle has teamed up with a
lookalike friend - Gran Clicquot
who is boarding at the stud on
loan from Midge and Gerry
Enright. Gran Clicquot, by Gran
Alba, is the winner of 3 races
over distances up to a mile, who
needed fast conditions - firmer
the better - to show her best
which included her first win at
100/1! Midge wants to keep
‘Bubbles’ who’s in foal to
Superior Premium but currently
doesn’t have suitable grazing for
a mare and foal so she’s now
keeping Snowy Mantle company.
Hopefully they’ll both produce a
foal to run together in the early
spring. It’ll be interesting to see
if either or both can produce a

Stallion Superior Premium has already
sired some sharp types

Bookies’ Top Ten
The major bookmaking firms
publish lists of the races which
provide the greatest amount of
betting turnover. For Ladbrokes, one
of the largest bookmaker in Britain,
the top ten turnover races are:
1. Martell Grand National
(Aintree)
2. The Derby (Epsom Downs)
3. Stakis Scottish National (Ayr)
4. Tote Cheltenham Gold Cup
(Cheltenham)

grey foal. Snowy Mantle has so
far produced a grey (multiple
winner Snowed Under), a

chesnut (Divine White) and a
bay (Polarity) - whilst this will
be a first foal for Gran Clicquot.

Backwards or forwards?

Some of the terms regularly
used to describe horses in
running may require
explanation. A horse is ‘on the

On 1 August 1898 the sporting
press carried a full programme
of runners and riders for a
meeting at Trodmore and the
following day printed the
results. But no such course
exists.The scheme was an
ingenious fraud, the
perpetrators of which were
never found.Whoever they
were, their ingenuity was not
rewarded, for most bookmakers
refused to pay out!

bridle’ (or on the bit) when it
has taken hold of the bit in its
mouth, is going well within itself
and is not being pushed along

by its jockey. So a measure of
the ease of Sea Bird II’s win in
the 1965 Derby was that he
won without coming ‘off the
bit’. Off the bridle (or off the
bit) means that the horse is
being asked to make an effort: a
horse in this situation is
sometimes referred to as being
‘let down’. And it is being
‘scrubbed along’ (or under
pressure) when the jockey is
pushing away in order to
encourage it to go faster.
Horses’ heads move up and
down as they run, and a finish
deemed to be ‘on the nod’ is
one which is so close that the
winner will be the horse whose
nose happens to be in the right
position on the line.

5. Two Thousand Guineas
(Newmarket)
6. The King George VI Chase
(Kempton Park)
7. King George VI and Queen
Elizabeth Diamond Stakes (Ascot)

THE

R E G U L A R N E W S L E T T E R F RO M

How’s it going?

10.Energizer Oaks (Epsom Downs)

The ‘going’ is the condition of
the ground, a crucial factor in any
horse race.The Clerk of the
Course announces the probable
state of the going for a meeting
some time in advance to advise
trainers about the likely
conditions, and will announce
alterations at intervals thereafter.
On the day of the meeting he
(or she) declares the official state
(which can alter during the
course of an afternoon’s racing, as
in the case of torrential rain).
The seven official states of the
going in Britain for turf races are:
Hard; firm; good to firm; good;
good to soft; soft; heavy.
The official states of the going for
all-weather races are:
Fast; standard; slow.
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Brian Fletcher, Red Rum’s jockey,
meets Homebred’s yearling Polarity

Laytown’s beach track is unique

8. Ladbroke Hurdle (Leopardstown)
9. Whitbread Gold Cup
(Sandown Park)

H O M E B R E D R AC I N G

Face to face with
a Superstar...
Aintree legend Brian Fletcher,
3 times Grand National winning
jockey, at Homebred Racing’s
Open Day with Polarity - our
yearling filly by Group 1 winner
Hamas. Brian told visitors “This is

a really lovely filly - I like her a lot
and if she can go half as good as
she looks she’ll give everyone
plenty of fun”. Polarity is half sister
to 5 times winner Snowed Under
and to Divine White.

Many visitors defied a weather
forecast of torrential rain with
possible local flooding to be
rewarded by a day that thankfully
remained mostly dry. More pictures
of the Open Day inside.

Homebred’s website gets a makeover
Our website which is at
www.homebredracing.co.uk is
being refreshed, not just to
improve presentation, but to also
make it a little bit easier to use
too. Nothing stands still and
although our site, which is linked
to the British Horseracing Board,
receives an ever increasing
number of visitors we constantly
need to employ new technologies
to ensure that we can be found
by the main search engines.
To help with this a whole new
subsection will be added
providing information about
racecourses, trainers, jockeys and
famous racehorses etc.This
extensive amount of new text,

If you have any comments on
how you think we can further
improve the site, or add elements
you’d like to see, please email us:
post@chriswallcreative.co.uk.
Even, perhaps, if you need help
with your own website!
facts and figures will assist the
search engines to find relevant
information to rank the
Homebred site more highly since most of the current text is
invisible to them being in the
password protected area of the
site.Though the overall look
and navigation will remain
familiar, some pictures and
graphics will change too.

Did you
know?
A walkover is a race with only one
runner.The jockey must weigh
out and weigh in, following the
standard procedures, but does not
have to cover the entire distance of
the race: the horse simply has to be
ridden past the Judge’s box.
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Peter Bowen’s
Charity Open Day
Peter Bowen is holding a charity
Open Day at his stables at Little
Newcastle, near Haverfordwest
on Sunday 12th August.
Adult entry is £5 (kids go free)
and doors open 12 noon. It’s the
chance to go behind the scenes
at a top racing yard and meet
proven stars such as McKelvey,
Take the Stand,Yes Sir, Mr Ed
as well as our own duo Divine
White and Sweep Home.
There’ll be a parade of horses,
some working on the gallops,
pony rides and a bar, pig roast
and live music in the evening (up
to 10pm).Top racing personalities

You could
write a book
about it!

will be present including National
Hunt’s current riding sensation
Tom O’Brien. For further details
or information call the Homebred
office on 01293 884433.

Breeding obvious!
Thoroughbred breeding and
bloodstock catalogues are full of
examples of mares being
repeatedly bred to stallions by
whom she has previously
produced a good horse. And yet
from experience of our own
species we know that genetic
make-up of offspring from
shared parents is never identical.
None of Jesse Owen’s six
brothers, Shakespeare’s three
brothers or Beethoven’s two
brothers ever came close to
matching their sibling’s prowess.
But year after year breeders
continue to try to replicate the

Snapshot
Pastures Green (left)
dam of Pharly Green
(centre) and Royal Brush
(dam of Sweep Home)
fascinated by the Hunt
on Open Day

magic formula despite all the
evidence that shows the best
mares produce good progeny
whatever top sire they’ve mated
to. Cases in point are Nashwan’s
dam Height of Fashion who
produced a string of Group 1
horses - and the amazing
Doubly Sure, who produced a
whole stable of top class horses
including Diesis, Keen,
Rudimentary, and Presidium
despite being quite unable to be
competitive on the racecourse
herself. It all adds credence to
the saying ‘breed the best to the
best - and hope for the best!’

The language in which
bookmakers conduct their business
adds to the mystery of betting.
Slang terms are used to describe
odds, amounts of money, horses
and other aspects of the betting
operation: for some words and
phrases the derivation is reasonably
obvious, but others are more
obscure.The most commonly used
terms are explained here:
Bar: if a betting show is
concluded ‘20-1 bar’ it means that
the horses not listed stand at 20-1
or longer odds
Bottle: 2-1
Burlington Bertie: 100-30
(rhyming slang)
Carpet: 3-l
Century: £100
Double carpet: 33-1
Ear ‘ole: 6-4 (from the tic-tac
signal)
Grand: £1000
Jolly: the favourite (‘the jolly
old favourite’)
Levels: evens
Monkey: £500
Nap: a newspaper tipster’s best bet
of the day
On the shoulders: 9-2 (tic-tac)
Pony: £25
Rag: an outsider - a horse with
apparently no chance
Rouf: 4-l (four backwards)
Steamer: a horse gambled on
significantly on the morning of
the race
Tips: 11-10 (tic tac)
Tissue: the course bookmakers’
forecast of how the betting will
open
Top of the head: 9-4 (tic-tac)
Up the arm: 11-8 (tic-tac)
With the thumb: the price is being
taken and won’t last long (tic-tac)
Wrist: 5-4 (tic-tac)

Homebred Racing’s 2007 Open Day
Photos courtesy of Geraint Hughes

Homebred caters for all ages!

Snowy Mantle shows keen interest in
new arrivals in the yard

Sarah shares a joke with Brian Fletcher
and Jean Stonard

Kathleen Holmes of Pitchall
Farm Stud where our mare
Snowy Mantle was covered by
their stallion Hamas. So they too
were particularly keen to see our
yearling filly - and, thankfully,
were also suitably impressed!
In the afternoon we were treated
to a parade of the immaculately
turned out Llanwnnen Hounds
with a full complement of

Huntsman Ieuan Evans with daughter Lisa

Llanwnnen Hounds arrive in the stable yard

We were all thrilled to meet
‘Mr Grand National’ Brian
Fletcher whose Aintree riding
record is never likely to be
equalled. Brian, apart from being
very taken with our yearling
Polarity, provided great
entertainment with trainer Gerry
Enright reminiscing about their
riding days.Visitors who arrived
from literally every corner of the
UK included David and

mounted riders led by Master
and Huntsman Ieuan Evans who was later to return in a
tractor to tow out some of the
stragglers who stayed on after the
heavens opened in the early
evening! From the messages,
letters and phone calls it seemed
to have been enjoyed - so a big
thank you to you all for helping
make it such a good day. Maybe
some sunshine next year!

Brian Fletcher - Aintree Legend

Red Rum and Brian Fletcher lead
over Beechers in 1974

Did you
know?
Good Friday will remain a
racing-free day but fixtures are
now to be scheduled for every
Sunday throughout the year.

Despite a weather forecast that
promised the worst - bar perhaps
frogs and locusts - scores of
visitors to the Open day at the
Homebred Stud were rewarded
by a day that remained mainly
dry.A fleeting shower meant that
we all had to squeeze into a
courtyard barn for a few
moments to share a glass, or two,
of bubbly before a buffet lunch.

Homebred owners chat over a glass
of bubbly before a buffet lunch

It’s true, as a nation of animal
lovers, we remember horses
long after the jockeys.There’s
already a statue commemorating
Red Rum’s remarkable 3
Grand National wins but Brian
Fletcher has never really
received the recognition
deserved for his part in making
racing history. Brian won the
Grand National on Red
Alligator too - as well as being
second and third twice in a
sparkling career cut short by
injury. Brian fractured his skull
in a terrible fall which left him
unconscious for a fortnight.
Resulting problems,‘I was
punch drunk and living in a
hellish twilight zone’, meant
Brian was in and out of hospital
over the next 4 years and was

eventually forced to retire. He was
just 28, but was warned that the
next fall could kill him.“I was only
a young man and heartbroken but,
at the same time, I didn’t want to
end up dead!”.
Brian recalls how difficult Red
Rum could be “If you tried
schooling him at home he’d just dig
his toes in and refuse. But on the
big day he was like a cat!”.
Homebred trainer Gerry Enright
said “Brian is very modest, but in
reality he made the horse. He was a
brilliant jockey with the most
wonderful hands - you’ll never see
anyone better over fences. Brian
Fletcher is a legend!”The record
books show that his Aintree
exploits, at a time when the fences
were so much tougher, are unique
and never, ever likely to be equalled.

